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names in technology are rethinking their stance on digital currency. The annual list of the 400 highest paid people in technology
in the United States includes Bitcoin’s co-founder, former Mt. Gox CEO, founder and current CEO of Ripple Labs, and cofounder and CEO of the Winklevoss twins. Winklevoss twins Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss have followed the co-founder of
the Bitcoin exchange and Bitcoin miner, as well as inventor of the first Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto. Cameron owns the
Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust ETF, which makes it possible for US investors to invest in Bitcoin through the stock exchange. Tyler
made headlines when the twins filed a lawsuit against Facebook after the social networking giant announced it would be
accepting Bitcoin as a payment method. However, according to the published article from Forbes, the Winklevoss twins have
since “changed their tune.” Cameron Winklevoss, now a partner at Winklevoss Capital, told Forbes: “I think if you’re an early
adopter you’re probably OK, and that’s the great thing about Bitcoin.” A lot of blame has been put on the SEC for their slow and
inadequate response to Bitcoin. The agency has dealt with thousands of questions from the public and financial institutions who
have moved to accept Bitcoin. However, a lot of the blame has been put on the SEC, including its chairman. SEC chairman, Jay
Clayton, has stated that “it’s a fraud and a Ponzi scheme and it’s just not money.” Ripple Labs CEO, Brad Garlinghouse, has also
come out and said he thinks that we are near the end of the Bitcoin saga. Garlinghouse stated: “We’re a year and a half into the
bitcoin era. … If I can quote the Winklevoss twins, the ‘permanence’ of the bitcoin blockchain is what makes it most interesting
to me.” A few weeks ago, another high profile Bitcoin owner was 82157476af
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